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Abstract

We present PEERSUM, a new MDS dataset001
using peer reviews of scientific publications.002
Our dataset differs from the existing MDS003
datasets in that our summaries (i.e., the meta-004
reviews) are highly abstractive and they are005
real summaries of the source documents (i.e.,006
the reviews) and it also features disagreements007
among source documents. We found that008
current state-of-the-art MDS models struggle009
to generate high-quality summaries for PEER-010
SUM, offering new research opportunities.011

1 Introduction012

Abstractive multi-document summarization (MDS)013

aims to generate a description that summarizes the014

salient information in a cluster of topically related015

documents (a.k.a. the source documents). It re-016

sembles how humans summarize/synthesize infor-017

mation and has many applications such as sum-018

marizing news, emails, medical and legal docu-019

ments (Ma et al., 2020). It is a challenging task as020

it requires aggregating information and paraphras-021

ing words/sentences from the source documents.022

There are only a handful of large scale023

MDS datasets, e.g., WCEP (Ghalandari et al.,024

2020), Multi-News (Fabbri et al., 2019), Multi-025

XScience (Lu et al., 2020), and WikiSum (Liu et al.,026

2018), and most of them have the following limi-027

tations: (1) the summaries are not real summaries028

of the source documents; (2) the summaries are029

highly extractive; and (3) the source documents030

are loosely connected and do not feature complex031

relations such as conflicts. In contrast, the reviews032

in PEERSUM have disagreements and the meta-033

reviews need to address this conflict, making the034

summarization task challenging.035

In this paper, we develop and release PEERSUM,036

a novel MDS dataset using peer reviews of scien-037

tific publications. In PEERSUM, each review of038

a paper forms a source document, and the meta-039

Features ICLR NeurlIPS

#papers 7,543 3,319
#reviews/cluster 3.35 3.50

#comments/cluster 0.36 –
#responses/cluster 5.90 –

Avg. confidence 3.74 –
Avg. rating 5.20 –

Table 1: PEERSUM statistics.

review constitutes the ground truth summary.1 To 040

the best of our knowledge, PEERSUM is the first 041

MDS dataset in the peer review domain. Although 042

PeerRead (Kang et al., 2018) is also a peer review 043

dataset, it does not utilise meta-reviews and thus is 044

not built for summarization. PEERSUM contains 045

10,862 summaries currently, and we envisage its 046

size to grow continuously with more reviews pub- 047

lished over time. The dataset and code are available 048

at: ANONYMISED. 049

PEERSUM has several distinctive features over 050

existing MDS datasets: 051

• The summaries (meta-reviews) are a real sum- 052

mary of the source documents (reviews). 053

• The summaries are highly abstractive and 054

source documents are relevant to the summary. 055

• Source documents are topically closely con- 056

nected but they also feature disagreements, 057

which makes PEERSUM a challenging dataset. 058

• PEERSUM has additional information such as 059

discussions and acceptance outcome and two 060

scores associated with each review: rating 061

(which reflects a reviewer’s overall sentiment 062

towards the paper) and confidence (which re- 063

flects a reviewer’s confidence in their judge- 064

ment of the paper and the degree of influence 065

in shaping the meta-review). 066

• The average rating (aggregated over reviews) 067

and acceptance outcome can be used as an al- 068

1Henceforth we use {review, source document} and {meta-
review, summary} interchangeably.
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Metric PEERSUM-R PEERSUM-RC PEERSUM-ALL WikiSum Multi-News WCEP Multi-XScience

domain Peer review Peer review Peer review Wikipedia News News Academic
#Clusters 10,862 10,862 10,862 1,655,709 56,216 10,200 40,528

#Doc/Cluster 3.40 3.65 7.75 40 2.75 63.55 4.42
#Sentence/Doc 24.25 23.70 22.33 2.92 36.98 19.47 7.08

#Token/Doc 267.90 261.72 246.28 34.18 444.74 269.98 107.73
#Sentence/Summary 6.81 6.81 6.81 4.99 11.18 1.42 4.84

#Token/Summary 79.45 79.45 79.45 75.62 139.15 19.95 71.76

Table 2: Statistics of PEERSUM and other MDS datasets.

ternative evaluation for assessing the quality of069

generated summaries.070

2 Related Work071

There are several MDS datasets: WCEP (Gha-072

landari et al., 2020), Multi-News (Fabbri et al.,073

2019), Multi-XScience (Lu et al., 2020), and Wik-074

isum (Liu et al., 2018). WCEP and Multi-News are075

from the news domain; the summaries are human-076

written and the source documents are news articles077

(WCEP source documents are potentially noisy078

since it includes similar articles retrieved from the079

web). Multi-XScience uses the related work of080

a publication as the summary and its cited publi-081

cations as source documents. Wikisum follows a082

similar idea and uses a Wikipedia article as the083

summary and its cited web articles as source doc-084

uments. The summaries of Multi-XScience and085

Wikisum are not genuine summaries as the source086

documents may not always be relevant.087

3 PEERSUM088

We scrape review data for two top-tier international089

conferences: ICLR2 and NeurIPS3. For ICLR,090

there are three types of source documents: (1) re-091

views (written by assigned reviewers); (2) com-092

ments (“unofficial reviews” written by the public);093

and (3) responses (either by the publication au-094

thors or reviewers).4 We present an illustration095

how these document types are extracted for ICLR096

in the Appendix. Note also that we have an ac-097

ceptance outcome associated with the meta-review,098

and two scores for each review: rating and confi-099

dence, which denote a reviewer’s sentiment and100

confidence of their judgement, respectively.101

2https://openreview.net/
3https://proceedings.neurips.cc/
4These responses are either discussions following a review

or comment, or they form a new thread themselves (e.g., when
authors gave a general response). In other words, responses
have a thread-like structure akin to discussion forums.

For ICLR, each research paper forms a cluster, 102

where we have reviews (with scores), comments 103

and responses as the source documents and the 104

meta-review (with an acceptance outcome) as the 105

ground truth summary. For NeurIPS, we only have 106

reviews and meta-reviews and no scores. In to- 107

tal, we have 10,862 clusters for ICLR 2017–2021 108

and NeurIPS 2019–2020; Table 1 presents some 109

summary statistics. To understand the impact of 110

different types of source documents for producing 111

the summary, we construct three variants of PEER- 112

SUM: (1) PEERSUM-R, which contains only the 113

reviews; (2) PEERSUM-RC, which includes both 114

reviews and comments; and (3) PEERSUM-ALL, 115

which contains everything: reviews, comments and 116

responses. We release scripts to crawl and process 117

more reviews for both ICLR and NeurIPS as they 118

become available, allowing the PEERSUM to grow 119

over time. 120

4 Comparison with Other MDS Datasets 121

We compare PEERSUM with four existing MDS 122

datasets: WikiSum (Liu et al., 2018), Multi- 123

News (Fabbri et al., 2019), WCEP (Ghalandari 124

et al., 2020), and Multi-XScience (Lu et al., 2020), 125

in terms of summary abstractiveness, document rel- 126

evance, and cross-document relationships. Specif- 127

ically, we use the WCEP-100 version of WCEP 128

and the WikiSum dataset collected by Liu and La- 129

pata (2019a). We perform tokenization, lemmati- 130

zation, and stopwords removal using Spacy5 for 131

all these datasets, and summarize their statistics 132

in Table 2. Note that relevance (Section 4.2) and 133

cross-document analysis (Section 4.3) are done us- 134

ing tokenized data without lemmatization and re- 135

moving stopwords. 136

4.1 Abstractiveness of Summaries 137

Table 3 reports the percentage of unigrams, bi- 138

grams, and trigrams in the summaries which are not 139

5https://spacy.io/
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Dataset Unigram Bigram Trigram Relevance

PEERSUM-R 35.34 80.29 90.92 0.429
PEERSUM-RC 35.10 80.17 90.87 0.424

PEERSUM-ALL 28.65 77.67 90.31 0.415
WikiSum 22.75 63.55 79.34 0.265

Multi-News 23.49 66.10 82.01 0.398
WCEP 5.25 37.62 65.27 0.246

Multi-XScience 44.09 86.54 96.40 0.343

Table 3: Percentage of novel unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams (%) in summary and relevance scores.

found in the corresponding source documents. In-140

tuitively, higher proportion of novel n-grams make141

a summary more abstractive (Fabbri et al., 2019;142

Ghalandari et al., 2020) and hence more difficult to143

generate. We see that all PEERSUM variants’ sum-144

maries are highly abstractive (although it is lower145

than that of Multi-XScience).146

4.2 Relevance Between Summaries and147

Source Documents148

Most MDS datasets’ summaries are not real sum-149

maries of the source documents (e.g., WCEP, Multi-150

XScience and Wikisum). To assess whether the151

source documents are relevant to producing the152

summaries, we use SUPERT (Gao et al., 2020),153

which uses an unsupervised method to extract154

salient sentences from source documents and mea-155

sures the relevance between the ground truth sum-156

mary and the extracted summary sentences using157

BERT: a high relevance implies that the ground158

truth summary is of high quality and encapsulates159

key points from the documents.160

Relevance scores are presented in Table 3 (4th161

column). We see that PEERSUM datasets have the162

highest relevance scores, indicating that they are163

high quality summaries for the source documents.164

Taking both the abstractiveness results (Section 4.1)165

and these relevance scores together, this means that166

PEERSUM summaries are highly abstractive and167

source documents are relevant to the summaries.168

In contrast, although Multi-XScience’s summaries169

are very abstractive, they have low relevance to170

the source documents since the related work of171

a publication is not a real summary of the cited172

publications.173

4.3 Cross-document Relationships174

To understand the quality of the source documents,175

particularly on how topically related they are with176

each other, we calculate ROUGE-L between source177

documents of a cluster and then take the mean over178

Datasets Rouge-L

PEERSUM-R 30.50
PEERSUM-RC 29.28

PEERSUM-ALL 27.41
WikiSum 13.87

Multi-News 26.54
WCEP 16.79

Multi-XScience 18.96

Table 4: Similarity between source documents.

Paper 1

The setting of the main experiment is not valid.

They evaluated their method with baselines in the
aspect of the number of parameters and training
speed and performance for various memory sizes
and reported plentiful ablation study results too.

Paper 2 Introduction section is not well-written.

This paper is well written and looks correct.

Table 5: Examples of disagreements.

all clusters for an MDS dataset. We present the 179

results in Table 4. We see that PEERSUM datasets 180

have the highest inter-document similarity, indicat- 181

ing that they are topically closely related to each 182

other. Unsurprisingly, WikiSum, WCEP and Multi- 183

XScience have the lowest similarity scores because 184

their source documents are either cited references 185

or retrieved web articles. 186

Even though reviews of PEERSUM have high 187

similarity with each other, it also features disagree- 188

ments. Approximately 9% ICLR publications have 189

at least a pair of reviews that have a rating dif- 190

ference ≥ 5 (noting review ratings range from 1 191

(reject) to 10 (seminal paper)), indicating disagree- 192

ments that the meta-reviews need to resolve, which 193

makes the summarization task challenging. We 194

present several examples of conflicting reviews in 195

Table 5. 196

5 Experimental Study 197

We next test a suite of state-of-the-art single- 198

document and multi-document abstractive sum- 199

marization models on PEERSUM and other MDS 200

datasets, to understand if PEERSUM constitutes an 201

interesting summarization challenge. To incorpo- 202

rate comments and responses for PEERSUM-RC 203

and PEERSUM-ALL, we simply treat them as addi- 204

tional source documents. 205

For single-document summarization models, we 206

use BertSum (Liu and Lapata, 2019b) and PEGA- 207

SUS (Zhang et al., 2020a), and we merge all doc- 208

uments into a single large document as input. For 209
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Figure 1: Summarization performance of summariza-
tion models over MDS datasets.

BS PGS MG GS HM HT

PEERSUM-R 1.04 0.76 0.99 0.90 1.13 0.79
PEERSUM-RC 1.03 0.79 1.02 0.91 1.15 0.81

PEERSUM-ALL 0.99 0.75 1.01 0.88 1.18 0.75

PEERSUM-R 77.5 87.6 84.4 84.9 75.2 86.3
PEERSUM-RC 77.1 87.2 84.3 84.6 75.1 86.1

PEERSUM-ALL 77.7 87.6 85.1 84.7 75.1 86.3

Table 6: Average rating regression performance
(first 3 rows; lower = better); accept/reject clas-
sification performance (last 3 rows; higher = bet-
ter). BS=BertSum, PGS=PEGASUS, MG=MGSum,
GS=GraphSum, HM=Hi-MAP.

multi-document summarization models, we use:210

MGSum (Jin et al., 2020), GraphSum (Li et al.,211

2020), Hi-MAP (Fabbri et al., 2019), and HT (Liu212

and Lapata, 2019a). We run these models using the213

default recommended hyper-parameter settings.214

5.1 Reference-based Evaluation215

We measure the performance using standard216

ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) which assesses the lex-217

ical overlap between generated summaries and218

ground truth summaries. Following Koto et al.219

(2020), we also measure content overlap using220

BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020b).6 As Figure 1221

shows, PEERSUM and its variants appear to be the222

hardest datasets based on BERTScore (admittedly223

this trend is less strong with ROUGE-L). Inter-224

estingly, the MDS models (MGSum, GraphSum,225

Hi-MAP and HT) do not have an upper hand com-226

pared to the single-document counterparts (BERT-227

Sum and PEGASUS) — particularly when us-228

ing BERTScore as the evaluation metric — even229

though they are designed to model cross-document230

relationships. PEGASUS appears to be the best231

model, and we suspect its strong performance is232

due to its summarization-tailored pretraining objec-233

6Koto et al. (2020) use the precision and recall metrics of
BERTScore to measure focus and coverage; here we combine
both by computing the F1 score.

tive and large-scale pretraining data. 234

5.2 Alternative Evaluation 235

As PEERSUM contains ratings for each review, the 236

average rating (over all reviews) reflects the over- 237

all sentiment, which is likely to capture the tone 238

of the meta-review (summary). In addition to that 239

we also have an accept/reject outcome with the 240

meta-review.7 We therefore propose an alternative 241

evaluation strategy by first training two models: (1) 242

a rating regression model; and (2) an outcome bi- 243

nary classifier; using the meta-reviews as input and 244

the average ratings/outcomes as labels, and then 245

use these two models to score/classify generated 246

summaries. The closer a system’s summary scores 247

are to the average ratings or acceptance outcomes, 248

the better the model (as it implies that the generated 249

summaries are similar to the meta-reviews). We 250

fine-tune BERT-base to build the regression and 251

classification models. 252

Table 6 presents the mean-squared error (“MSE”; 253

first 3 rows, lower is better) and accuracy (“ACC”; 254

last 3 rows, higher is better) for different systems. 255

We see that PEGASUS again yields the best per- 256

formance, consistent with our previous finding 257

(Section 5.1). Interestingly, including comments 258

(PEERSUM-R vs. PEERSUM-RC) appears to hurt 259

the summarization systems, suggesting that they 260

are not helpful for producing the meta-review. This 261

means that meta-reviewers by and large use only 262

the official anonymous reviews when judging a pa- 263

per, which is the recommended practice. That said, 264

we do see benefits of including everything — re- 265

views, comments and responses. A further question 266

remains how to best incorporate them, particularly 267

for responses which have a conversation structure. 268

6 Conclusion 269

We developed PEERSUM, an MDS dataset based on 270

peer reviews. We analyzed PEERSUM and found 271

that its summaries are of high quality and very ab- 272

stractive. We test a suite of summarization models 273

and found that PEERSUM constitutes a challenging 274

dataset. PEERSUM is also unique in that it con- 275

tains documents with conversation structure (the 276

responses) and additional metadata such as review 277

ratings (which allows for an alternative evaluation). 278

7There are technically 4 classes: oral, spotlight, poster and
reject, but the first 3 are different presentations for accepted
papers, and so we collapse them into the ‘accept’ class.
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A Appendix: Abstractiveness in terms of 339

Coverage and Density 340

We further measure the abstractiveness of the sum- 341

maries with the Coverage and Density following 342

Multi-News. Coverage measures the proportion 343

of a summary that comes from extracted chunks 344

of the source documents, and Density measures 345

the average length of these extracted chunks. A 346

lower Coverage indicates higher abstractiveness of 347

the summary. Following Multi-News and WCEP, 348

we plot projections of kernel density estimations 349

for the value of Coverage and Density of the four 350

datasets in Fig. 2. It is obvious that in PEERSUM 351

there are fewer extracted chunks. The length of 352

extracted chunks is a little larger because meta- 353

reviewers usually copy sentences from reviews. 354

(a) PEERSUM-R (b) PEERSUM-ALL

(c) Multi-News (d) WCEP

(e) Multi-XScience (f) WikiSum

Figure 2: Projections of kernel density estimation for
Coverage (x-axis) and Density (y-axis).
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B Appendix: Different categories of355

documents in PEERSUM356

Figure 3 shows an example cluster for a paper357

in PEERSUM with annotated documents. It is358

obvious that there are four categories of docu-359

ments in PEERSUM: summaries, reviews, com-360

ments, and responses. These documents are361

extracted from https://openreview.net/362

forum?id=H15RufWAW. Note that we cropped363

some bits to save some space.364
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Figure 3: A document cluster for a paper in PEERSUM
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